
Program Surrender and Sacrifice

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7Z9-0Gg8pk

Vaal calls me ....005-006

037--AI -serpent cave

Replacements--1:15-1:18---none are necessary

Sex is forbidden --1:33-1:36

Feeding AI 1:45-1:50 humanoid or man and woman servitude to the AI ---subservience 

to a construct ---we are seeing that to day as well with DNA feeding AI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVWQvoqir1E  AI assimilation

if you watch the vid this is showing our kids a means of mind control by desensitizing 

them to a demon horde even if they are mechanical  and this also will show not even a 

genetically engineered person can withstand the tech  dissection and stripping of dna

the preparation of a sacrifice  is one that is willing and will not fight ---by the 

desensitizing of people to this through cartoons and other forms of entertainment media 

if one is not aware may find them selves walking up to the sacrificial pit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKQfxi8V5FA 

The plan for MAN :028

Moloch--BA AL https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKQfxi8V5FA

Marching to Molochs PIT  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKQfxi8V5FA

The conveyance of this is to get people into further destroying bonds that people have 

made over the decades---only a millenial with a half a brain cell would do this

and to continue in the demise of a culture---but this is what has been conveyed

Now if you think america is the target this would be an underestimation for the rest of the

world---the same wild locust in the past that swarmed into countries destituted came out 



prosperous and destituted those inhabitants ---history is about to repeat itself ~ and then 

we will see who the  true friends of the victoms then will be present--as you can see the 

further things get propagated that are not true the closer we become DNA fuel for AI take

over and the interesting thing about this even those who are perpetrating all these issues 

will eventually be trapped in there transhuman prison

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhahfpXVqpw   6:03-6:06  AI putting in neurol 

link using nano fibres

Radiation

Natural and incidental

As with all nanoparticles, radioactive nanoparticles can also be naturally occurring or 

incidentally produced as a byproduct of industrial processes. The main source of naturally

occurring nanomaterials containing radionuclides is the decay of radon gas, whose 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radon


immediate decay products are non-gaseous elements that precipitate into nanoscale 

particles along with atmospheric dust and vapors. Minor natural sources 

include primordial radionuclides present in the nanoscale portion of volcanic ash, and 

primordial and cosmogenic nuclides taken up by plants which are later burned. 

Radioactive nanoparticles may be incidentally produced by procedures in the nuclear 
industry such as nuclear reprocessing and the cutting of contaminated objects.[3]:16–20

Health and safety

Radioactive nanoparticles combine the hazards of radioactive materials with 
the hazards of nanomaterials.[3]:2–6 Inhalation exposure is the most common route
of exposure to airborne particles in the workplace. Animal studies on some 
classes of nanoparticles indicate pulmonary effects 
including inflammation, granulomas, and pulmonary fibrosis, which were of 
similar or greater potency when compared with other known fibrogenic materials 
such as silica, asbestos, and ultrafine carbon black. Some studies in cells or 
animals have shown genotoxic or carcinogenic effects, or 
systemic cardiovascular effects from pulmonary exposure.[9][10] The hazards of 
ionizing radiation depend on whether the exposure is acute or chronic, and 
includes effects like radiation-induced cancer and teratogenesis.[11][12] In some 
cases, the inherent physicochemical toxicity of the nanoparticle itself may lead to 
lower exposure limits than those associated with the radioactivity alone, which is 
not the case with most radioactive materials.[3]:2–6

Radioactive nanoparticles present special challenges in operational health 
physics and internal dosimetry that are not present for other substances, as the 
nanoparticles' toxicokinetics depend on their physical and chemical properties 
including size, shape, and surface chemistry. For example, inhaled nanoparticles
will deposit in different locations in the lungs, and will be metabolized and 
transported through the body differently, than vapors or larger particles.[3]:2–

6 There may also be hazards from associated processes such as strong 
magnetic fields and cryogens used in imaging equipment, and handling of lab 
animals in experimental studies.[13] Effective risk assessment and communication 
is important, as both nanotechnology and radiation have unique considerations 
with public perception.[14]
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